Fish no. 11328 was one of 67 pike-perches with transponders that were released
in the sea in early 2017 for an experiment. The aim was to see whether these
freshwater fish could find their way
back to the rivers. Thousands of freshwater fish are flushed out to sea every
day through the sluices. Do they all end
up dead or
do some
Pike-perch no.
find a way
11328 migrated
back?
further than
Eleven
ecologists
of the 67
thought possible
pike-perches managed
to return to the freshwater. They used
the sluice for boats or the special fish
passages in the sluice pillars. One of
these 11 fish was caught by a fisherman
194 days later, 112 kilometres upstream.
So pike-perch no. 11328, a male, is an
exception. This fish migrated further
than ecologists thought possible.

Sluices
No. 11328 has done a lot for science,
explains Brevé. In part because of this
experiment, the sluices are now managed in such a way to give the fish more
chance of swimming back. ‘We are
working with all stakeholders, including the Dutch angling association,
which employees me and funds my PhD
research, to see how we can keep the
sluices open as much as possible.’ rk

Muscle mass and strength start to decrease from the age of
30 and this gets worse around the age of 60. PhD student
Berber Dorhout discovered that the risk of that condition,
sarcopenia, depends on a person’s ethnic background.

P

eople from Suriname with
South Asian ancestry are particularly prone to an increased
risk of sarcopenia, Dorhout discovered during her PhD research at
Human Nutrition and Health. The
muscle disorder occurs about twice
as often in this ethnic group than in
people with Dutch, Turkish, Moroccan, African-Surinamese or Ghanaian
ancestry. This was shown in a study
involving more than 5000 test subjects over the age of 55. The risk of
sarcopenia also differs between the
other ethnic groups, although the
difference is less pronounced.
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Marine ecologist Niels Brevé could
hardly believe his eyes when he
checked his emails recently. One of the
fish he had fitted with a transponder for
a study in 2017 had resurfaced. Literally, as a German fisherman had caught
the fish in Mannheim Harbour. That was
550 kilometres from the Haringvliet
sluices where Brevé had released the
fish.

Risk of muscle loss
in old age differs
per ethnic group
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Fish swims
amazing
distance

Eating habits

The reason for these differences is
still unclear, although Dorhout thinks
there are several factors involved.
Muscles need training and proteins
to maintain themselves. Eating habits therefore play an important role.
It is precisely those habits that are
strongly influenced by culture. For
example, chicken and dried fish are
the main sources of protein for people from Suriname, while the Dutch
get much of their protein from cheese
and milk.
‘Social behaviour around food also
plays a role,' explains Dorhout. In certain cultures it is not socially acceptable to refuse food during family
gatherings. It can then be difficult to
get the right nutrients and sufficient
protein. In addition, not all cultures
view exercise in the same way.

‘Sweating or mixed sports are taboo
in some cultures,' says Dorhout.

Training

Resource
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Genetic differences play a role as
well. So big a role, in fact, that the
study could give a distorted picture.
‘Body composition and fat distribution
differ between ethnic groups,’ says
the PhD student, yet the scientists
used the same yardstick to measure
sarcopenia in all subjects. Even so,
the new awareness obtained from
the PhD research should help in
designing training programmes for
the elderly. 'Now we know that they
should take each person's ethnic
background into account, as well as
cultural factors.' nvtwh

